
What Is Instagram...
Instagram is a social media platform that is based on sharing photos. It is a visual, colourful and quick way to share your 
business online. Instagram is aimed at collaborating & sharing ideas. It is my new favourite! I have recently completed an 
online course on using Instagram for business and would love to share it with you! 

How To Set Up Instagram

Download app and create an account
* Don’t set up via Facebook as it will link to your personal account 
* Use your business email to avoid getting personal accounts mixed up
* Choose a username that people will be able to find
* Add a profile pic or you can use this space for your business logo
* Set up your email and contact details
* Once your account is set up it will ask you to find followers. I recommend adding some photos and getting your account 
   ready. This way when someone starts to follow you they can understand what your business is about.

  

Tool Bar

   HOME- See the lasted photos that have been posted by the people you follow

   SEARCH- Here you can search for new people to follow using names and hashtags

   CAMERA- Add a photo. More details to follow

   NOTIFICATIONS-See who has liked your posts and if someone has started following you

   PROFILE- Your account and feed

Edit Profile

Your profile is where you edit your information. This is what people refer to as your bio.

Instagram doesn’t let you add URLs to your posts. Your bio is the only place you can share your web address or online shop.

This can be updated whenever it suits you. I recommend researching what other people use. It needs to be short and to the 
point to capture your target audience.

If you choose to set your account to private, you will need to accept followers requests. If you are using Instagram for 
business purposes I recommend having your account public. 
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Hash tags

Learning to hash tag (#) is a vital part of sharing your business. If you use it correctly you can reach more potential 
clients. I like to research my hash tags and write them down before I post.  They are used on Instagram as a marketing tool. 
If you want to share on other social media platforms, you may wish to delete them prior to sharing. I am happy to leave 
mine. There are a lot of blogs about the best way to use your hash tags. Here are a few tips:

TIPS ON HASH TAGS

* Keep your hash tags relevant to your business
* Research hash tags before posting
* Don’t use spaces or punctuation
* Google search best hash tags and find which ones would suit you
* Build your own business hash tag. Every time I post I hash tag my business name. It is another way for potential clients to 
   find you. Also if you collaborate with other businesses it is polite to hash tag each other to get your name out there
* Keep it simple. I use my search bar on tags to see popular tags. If you type in a subject it will show you the amount of  
   times it has been used. For example if I type in #beach it comes up with over 15 million tags!!! It shows how powerful the   
   correct hash tags can be!

How To Find Followers

There are many ways you can find followers on Instagram. Click on the search bar across the bottom and put your curser in 
the search bar along the top. There are five areas your can search in:

TOP- This will give you suggested followers and if you type in a subject it will give you the top in that area

PEOPLE- Search for people or celebrities.  If there is a small blue tick next to a name that is a Verified Badge. It is to show 
they are a celebrity or public figure

TAGS- Here you can search hash tags. So I would put in photography to find the top posts that have used the hash tag 
#photography. I click on photos that interest me and then find more businesses and people to follow. If you find someone 
that interests you click on who they are following and who is following them. It goes on and on!

PLACES- This will give you a map of a business you might need to search

DISCOVER PEOPLE- Another search bar is available from your profile. Go to your page (small person on the bottom bar) 
and at the top is person with a plus sign. There are various ways of finding followers here. From suggested, Facebook and 
your contacts.

Finding followers can take time. I spend a small amount of time daily finding new followers and liking other businesses that 
inspire me. The more time I spend doing this the more followers I get back. The aim is to eventually have a high number of 
followers which will help to bring in work, potentially from anywhere is the world. When you click on a picture you can see 
how many people are following them and how many they are following.

There are a lot of businesses collaborating by using Instgram. By sharing costs of photoshoots and promoting busineses 
together. So a furniture designer, an interior designer, a homeware boutique, a florist and a photographer could do a 
photo shoot together. Each time one of them use a photo for their advertising they share and hash tag each business to
promote each other. 



Your Branding

Some people choose a theme for their feeds and only use certain colours and pictures in their posts. For example a baby 
photographer may only uses pictures of babies in soft colours with white backgrounds. Or a blogger may post all pictures of 
the beach to promote travel. A fashion designer may use a vintage look for all images. Some businesses will use all the same 
filter over all their photos. I don’t think this is vital, but it is something to consider. What feel do you want people to get when 
they look at your feed? Do you want it to feel relaxing, exciting, soft, inspiring, professional, adventurous, clean?

Taking Photos 

Instagram is based on using square images. It is possible to use full size images but it will crop them in your feed. So if a client 
is scrolling through the images will crop and not look professional. It is all about photos so taking time to choose the right 
images is vital. As they are only small images it is possible to do it all yourself using your smart phone. Instagram has its own 
filters built into the app which are easy to use. Of course I would love to do your photos for your business but understand that 
it is not realistic to hire me every week to update your Instagram. So here are some of my tips for getting that great Instagram 
shot!

TIPS FOR TAKING PHOTOS

* Don’t forget all images are set in square format. This has taken some getting used to for me! There is a setting on your 
   iphone to take images in square from the start. In camera slide from PHOTO to SQUARE on the bottom near button.

Here are the basics of photography

RULE OF THIRDS- Put main focus of picture into one third, horizontally or vertically. 
This creates interests and helps to tell a story.
  
LEADING LINES- Think of how you can lines you lead your eye into the subject. 
They can be straight, zigzag, curvy or diagonal.
  
VIEWPOINT- Think about how you want the shot to look. Would you like the image 
to be from birds eye, lower or higher, close up or set the whole scene. Different 
perspectives can completely changer the look of the photo.

* Look at what is in the background of your photo. Make sure the area is clean and clear from clutter, unless that is the look 
   you are going for.

* Style your photos. If you are taking photos of food add extra touches with cutlery, glasses, napkins or for a furniture shot   
   add plants, cushions etc. That extra styling will make the photo look inviting. The idea is to make your client wish they 
   were there.

* Think about lighting. The sun is an amazing source of light that you can use to your advantage. If you shoot inside close to an 
   open window it can create beautiful, soft light. If shooting outside, be careful of shadows. If photographing people avoid 
   mid day as this is when the sun is harshest.

* Research!!!! Can’t say this one enough. I have to admit when doing my Graphic Design course and my tutor was extremely 
   adamant that research is the most important part of design, I thought I am a creative person why would I need to 
   research? What a waste of time. I soon realized that research can make a huge difference and actually saves  
   time! Having a plan and an idea of the end result makes the process much smoother. Sometimes the end result may be 
   slightly different, but that is why we have a creative license.

* Look for inspiration everywhere you go. I am very passionate about my work and even when I am not at my desk I am 
   looking for ways to be creative. There is inspiration all around us! I take photos of magazines, signs, colours that 
   interest me. I like to check them out and work out what I like and don’t like about them. I recommend starting an album on 
   your phone with inspiring images!



Posting Images

Posting photos is very easy! Don’t forget to have your hash tags researched and 
written down!

* Along your bottom bar in the centre is the plus button. This will take you to your 
   library
* Choose your photo.  There are 3 options on the bottom of your photo
   Boomerang is a tool used on many social media platforms. It is a way of adding 
   movement to your shot. It is fun and eye catching. A lot of people use them in their 
   My Story. It is an add on app so it needs to be downloaded. There is layout for Instagram which is another tool that is 
   used for using multiple photos in one post and the you have an option to select multiple images. These will then be viewed   
   in a slide form. If there are small dots on the bottom of someone’s post, swipe to the right to see the other images. I don’t 
  use these options but it is good to know they are there
* Then click next. This takes you to the filters. So many options!!! Here you can add filters to your image. Click on one that 
   appeals. The strength of the filter can be adjusted by clicking the sun at the top. If you want to see how it changes your 
   image hold down the image and it will flash back to the original. If you don’t use a filter you can hash tag #nofilterneeded 
   (basically the photo was so amazing you didn’t need to edit it)
* Next you write your captions and hash tags. Pretty self explanatory. There are options to share on multiple social media,  
   add location and tag people that are included in your photo. To tag someone use an @ in front of their Instagram name. 

If you make a mistake or wish to delete a post click on the three little dots to the right of your name. There you can turn off 
commenting, edit, share and delete your post.

My Stories

This is another way to market using Instagram. This concept is based on Snap Chat. The video or photo only lasts 24 hours 
before it is deleted. It is located at the top of the home page. There are circles along the top with what people are up to. It’s 
great for behind the scenes or show upcoming promotions. I find it fun to see what people are up to! 

DM

This is short for direct message. It is a way to connect with other users in private. Some accounts are spam and will 
automatically send you a DM once you follow them. Once you are following someone there is a message button under their 

posts and followers if you wish to DM them.

Save Images

If you find someone’s photo inspiring you can save their image into a file. On the bottom right of each image is a small flag. 
This is the save button. If you save something the flag goes black. To access saved images go to your profile and the top right 
is three dots. This is option. in there is a saved tab that will show your saved images.

Regram 

Regram or repost is when you use someone else’s photo and share it on your own page.  Why would you do this? Many 
businesses use it as a marketing tactic. They ask their followers to regram a competition or special. This will then access all the 
people following them and get their post out there.  It can be a very successful tool for getting you business seen. It can also 
be a way of building your business brand or look without having to do expensive photo shoots. 



THE UNWRITTEN RULE!

If you regram or repost any image on Instagram you must acknowledge the person that took it. Some apps will show on the 
bottom left a small arrow logo and the name of the business/person that took it. If you have regrammed another way you 
need to tag the person by adding a @ infront of their name or use a emoji of a camera with their name next to it. It’s also 
great if you use them in your hash tags. It’s all about sharing so make it count! 

THERE ARE A FEW WAYS YOU CAN TO REGRAM
  
* You can do it manually by screen shooting the image. Then editing image back into a square and post
* Or use an app. There are various regram apps available these days. Most are very simple to use

* You can share the image to Facebook or messenger by clicking on the three dots on the right side above picture

Like, Comment and Message

LIIKE- This is how you like a photo

COMMENT- Here you can comment on a photo

SEND TO- If you wish to send a post to someone use this button. It will add the photo into the message. There is a search 
bar to find people or your recent contacts

SAVE- This is the save button as written above

Change From Personal To Business

If your account is set to private and you wish to change to a business it is easy! Go into options and under account is switch 
to business account. The advantages of having it set to business is it opens up a lot of information. There are insights into each 
post you have made. It also gives you easy access to promoting a post which helps your business to get out there. If you 
decide to promote you business there are costs involved. To access more business information go to your profile and along the 
very top is your insights and analytic of your page. 

Helpful Apps

There are heaps of helpful apps you can get to make using Instagram easier. 
* Tile Pic- I use to create tiles with my images. This is lots of fun and adds something different to you feed. 
* Regram- I don’t regram at this stage as I want my images to be all done by me but there are various regraming apps 
   available. 
* Boomerang- a tool to add movement to images for fun

EXTRA APPS- these are apps I use not only for Instagram
* Dropbox- This is an app used to transfer files. I design something on my computer and can transfer to my phone. Also for my 
   high quality images from my computer are transferred this way.
* Pinterest- Can be used for inspiration or search hash tag ideas
* Afterlight- This is a great tool for editing photos on you phone. There are free or paid versions. Just to add that extra effect 
  to your shot
* Phonto- I use this to add words to my images if using my phone

There are so many different apps out there so always keep your eye out for something new!



Hopefully you have found this document useful! I am far from an expert on Instagram but so far I love it and wanted to 
share this amazing tool with all of you! There is still so much to learn with technology constantly being updated! 
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I hope you have got something out of it :)
Don’t forget to follow me @jayde _ guestphotography


